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Guide to Airport Noise Rules and Use Restrictions

Brief History

A common approach for promoting land use compatibility around air-
ports is for an airport sponsor to acquire property that is developed with
an incompatible use.  Indeed, airport sponsors must consider property
acquisition as an option when developing noise compatibility programs
under FAR Part 150.  Property acquisition is eligible for federal partici-
pation through the Airport Improvement Program; airports received $1.8
billion in AIP grants for noise land acquisition between 1982 and 2003.

Airport sponsors acquiring property for noise compatibility purposes are
obligated under federal law and the grant assurances to “dispose of the
land at fair market value at the earliest practicable time after the land no
longer is needed for a noise compatibility purpose.”  Airport sponsors
further are responsible for reimbursing the Airport and Airway Trust
Fund for the federal share of disposal proceeds or reinvesting the federal
share in another FAA-approved airport noise compatibility project.
These requirements are reflected in Grant Assurance 31.

In September 2005, the Department of Transportation Office of
Inspector General released a report in which it found violations at each
of the eleven airports that it audited.  According to the OIG, the airport
sponsors had retained property no longer needed for a noise compatibili-
ty purpose and/or failed to adequately account for the federal share of
disposal proceeds.

In 2006, the FAA began including a special condition in all noise land
grants requiring that the airport sponsor prepare a Noise Land Inventory
Map and Reuse Plan.

In February 2008, the FAA released Program Guidance Letter 08-02,
Management of Acquired Noise Land:  Inventory – Reuse –
Disposal. The guidance prescribes requirements for the disposal of
property acquired for noise compatibility.  The immediate benefit of the
PGL is to guide airport sponsors in addressing previously acquired noise
land; however, the long-term benefit will be to enable sponsors to make
better decisions about whether and under what circumstances to acquire
property to promote land use compatibility.

Property acquisition is a
common tool for pro-
moting land use com-
patibility.
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The FAA guidance is available at www.airportattorneys.com
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Summary of Guidance

The guidance applies to all airport sponsors that acquire
property for noise compatibility purposes with federal partici-
pation. The triggers are property acquisition (1) in accordance with an
approved NCP; and (2) as a required mitigation measure pursuant to
FAA project approval under NEPA (i.e., Finding of No Significant
Impact or Record of Decision).

Airport sponsors must prepare and maintain noise land
inventories and reuse plans. The noise land inventory must reflect
all of the noise land parcels that were acquired with AIP grant funds, and
the reuse plan identifies the proposed use of all noise land.  Both the
inventory and reuse plans are subject to FAA acceptance and must be
kept up to date.  The eleven audited airport sponsors must submit their
reuse plans by August 2008; all other airport sponsors with grant-funded
noise lands must submit their reuse plans by October 2009.

The guidance prescribes criteria for determining when land
no longer is needed for a noise compatibility purpose. In
short, noise land no longer is needed whenever the land can be redevel-
oped for a compatible use.  Unlike previous guidance on this subject, the
PGL does not account for many airport- and property-specific factors
that may hinder redevelopment.  As a result, whether property can be
redeveloped for a compatible use primarily is a function of whether
redevelopment is permitted under local zoning and land use regulation.

Airport sponsors must dispose noise lands expeditiously.
Short-term delay is permissible to assemble sufficient noise lands to
make them marketable or in response to a dramatic downturn in the
local economy.  However, airport sponsors generally are not permitted to
wait for the most favorable market conditions before proceeding with
disposal.

Airport sponsors have a variety of choices for disposing
noise land. The guidance recognizes the following forms of disposal:
conversion to AIP-eligible airport development land, exchange for air-
port development land, sale, long-term lease (25-year term or greater),
and conversion to AIP-ineligible airport-owned land.

The financial consequences vary based on the form of
disposal. Airport sponsors are not required to return the federal share

Airport sponsors have a
variety of choices for
disposing of noise land;
however, the financial
consequences vary
based on the form of
disposal.
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of disposal proceeds when converting or exchanging noise lands for 
airport development land.  In contrast, if an airport sponsor sells noise
land, leases noise land pursuant to a long-term lease, or converts noise
land to AIP-ineligible airport-owned land, the sponsor is financially 
obligated to the FAA.

The airport sponsor’s repayment obligation may be signifi-
cant. The sponsor’s repayment obligation is the product of the federal
government’s percentage share of the initial grant to acquire the property
(e.g. 80%) multiplied by the current appraised fair market value, less 
eligible disposal expenses.

The federal share of disposal proceeds can be returned to
the Trust Fund or used for another noise compatibility 
project. The FAA prefers that disposal proceeds be used for other AIP-
eligible noise compatibility projects, either at the airport or another air-
port, rather than returned to the Trust Fund.  Airport sponsors can hold
funds in a dedicated escrow account or have FAA hold the funds.  In
addition, sponsors can transfer the proceeds for use in an AIP-eligible
noise project at another airport.

Environmental review under NEPA typically is not required.
The guidance indicates that environmental review is not required in 
conjunction with FAA review and acceptance of noise land inventories
and reuse plans or for property disposal.  However, environmental
review may be required to convert noise lands to AIP-eligible airport
development land when, for example, the Airport Layout Plan must be
amended.

Airport sponsors should
recognize these obliga-
tions before acquiring
property.
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Tip: Airport sponsors should recognize that property acquisition
for noise compatibility carries with it significant responsibilities.
Sponsors should think carefully about disposal when contemplating
property acquisition in an NCP, rather than waiting until after prop-
erty is acquired.  This should include a thorough examination of
local land use plans and zoning codes; consideration of the airport
master plan and other planning documents; consultation with gov-
ernment officials and the real estate and development communities;
a rough calculation of the financial obligation attendant to disposal;
and development of a means to recycle the federal share of dispos-
al proceeds for additional property acquisition or other noise com-
patibility projects.


